AK-47 75rds DRUM MAGAZINE
(7.62x39mm)

USER MANUAL
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Made in Korea
AK-47 75rds Drum MAG loading instructions

*Please read and follow instructions carefully

Step 1

Unlatch and open drum cover. Make sure mainspring is not under tension and follower is up inside the tower (Fig.1).
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CAUTION

The User must make sure the mainspring is not under tension when loading. Not doing so might cause severe injury to contacting parts of body.
Step 2

Depress center button to release spring tension before next step.

Fig. 2
Step 3

Rotate the feed wheel until the follower is positioned at approximately 2 o’clock direction.

Step 4

Load the first 3 rounds into outside snail track (Fig.3)
Step 5

Apply counter clockwise pressure, pushing the first 3 rounds into the magazine tower.
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Step 6

Rotate the feed wheel clockwise until the follower is located at about 11 o'clock position (3rd track) and rotation stops.
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Follower
Step 7

Load all remaining 72 rounds in the drum by filling the snail track in between the feed paws (Fig. 6)
**Step 8**

Close the drum cover and lock the two latches.
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Step 9

Wind the mainspring clockwise about 3 rotations.

*Do not over tight the spring as this will cause wear or breaking to the main spring.
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**WARNING**

The above procedure should only be used when loading magazine to its full capacity. If the user intends to load only a partial magazine, the magazine follower MUST be directly behind the last round. If there is a gap between the follower and the last round, the drum may be damaged during firing.
Step 9

Wind the mainspring clockwise about 3 rotations.

*Do not over tight the spring as this will cause wear or breaking to the main spring.
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WARNING

The above procedure should only be used when loading magazine to its full capacity. If the user intends to load only a partial magazine, the magazine follower MUST be directly behind the last round. If there is a gap between the follower and the last round, the drum may be damaged during firing.
NOTICE

The drum magazine should always be stored with main spring tension released. Open rear cover and depress the center button as shown (Fig. 9).
Loading Tips

Insert the nose of the magazine first catching the front locking lug and pull upwards until the rear locking lug snaps into place.

If the nose of the magazine can not go forward far enough it may be necessary to Dremel out the inside of the stock where the nose is hitting. You can insert a dremel tool into the cavity and grind out for some clearance. This usually can be done without removing the stock from the firearm.

NOTE: A firearm is capable of discharging when the magazine is removed. Always check the chamber to make sure that there is no cartridge left in the chamber. Never hand cycle live ammunition through a firearm. Firearm safety is the sole responsibility of the shooter. Always treat firearms as if they are loaded. Never point a firearms at a person or pet, even if you think it is unloaded.
GENERAL SAFETY INFORMATION

This instructional manual describes the proper use of the product and is for injury prevention.

The user must read and follow this instruction.

The warranties and liability established by KyungChang on the product will be voided if the product is not used in accordance with the instructions of this manual.
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